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137 FROM SPIPA CLEAR UPSC PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION

AhmedabadMirror

In a recently announced roster, the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) stated that nearly 137 students from Sardar Patel Institute of Public
Administration (SPIPA) have cleared the former’s preliminary exam. The result of the exam was announced on October 12. As per a note from
SPIPA, the number of its candidates passing the preliminary round has risen from 78 candidates in 2010 to 137 in 2015. The note states that of
the total 137 candidates who cleared the test, 10 were girls.
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Jaagte raho! Cops offer chai-biskoot to securitymen
Sola police staff has adopted a unique way to encourage security guards stay awake by serving tea and biscuits to those in Hebatpur area
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hey stay awake and remain alert
at nights to ensure that we sleep
safely and peacefully in our
homes. However, very few of us
take the initiative to commend and
thank such security guards.
Waking up to similar feelings, the
Sola police staff has adopted a unique
way to express their gratitude — by
serving tea and biscuits to the night security guards at Hebatpur area, which
comes under its jurisdiction.
Speaking about the humane endeavour, Sola police station Inspector
D V Rana said, “Hebatpur area comes
under Sola police station’s jurisdiction. The area is prone to incidents of
robbery and maximum number of
house-break cases is reported from
there. One of the reasons is that the area is posh and comprises most of the
high-end bungalows and apart-
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This unique effort by Sola police has been lauded by senior police officials, residents and security guards in Hebatpur area
ments.”
“One day while patrolling, our staff
found only a handful of security
guards keeping a vigil in the societies in
the area. They also found that after
1am every night most guards went off
to sleep near the entrance of their respective society. Following this, we

came up with the idea to serve them tea
and biscuits while patrolling. This also
aims to refresh and keep them awake
for long. During patrolling in the area,
we serve more than 50 cups of tea.”
Rana added, “Ever since we began
this initiative, we have received positive responses. We will continue serv-

Energy tech display at Amalthea
Sustainable and eco-friendly technology is the keyword at IIT-Gn’s annual summit
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ave you ever seen a refrigerator that works
without electricity? Have you used a pen
made from the remains of a tetrapack? If
not then head to Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IIT-Gn)’s annual summit, Amalthea ’15.
Starting today, the summit themed ‘Towards
the Future’ will focus on spreading technical
knowledge through interaction between industry and academic, with an aim of bringing prosperity through technology.
Chinmay Shirpurkar, one of the students in
the organizing committee, said, “Amalthea ’15 is
an exhibition and conclave apart from being a
platform for interaction. This year, the conclave
theme is Building a Sustainable Future Through
Vision and Technology’.”
The theme for the exhibition is ‘Energy and
Eco-Friendly Technologies’. A plethora of technical and non-technical events have been sched-
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uled as well.
This year, the organizing committee have also decided to conduct a symposium on “Bio-Engineering’ for the first time keeping in mind the
demand for it.
Some of the other interesting projects displayed by various company in the exhibition will
be a network of gas and particulate matter sensors which continuously monitors the pollutant
concentration of the environment, solar powered compactor which ensures efficient and sustainable waste management in 3 simple steps -solar panels convert light to electricity, electric
motor drives the compactor, wireless-based efficient garbage collection to mention a few projects.
Speakers at the symposium including Director of Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Sanjay Burman, engineer and space explorer Sourabh Kaushal and Jodhpur
Agricultural University Vice-Chancellor L N
Harsh to name a few. Subjects for symposium include neuro-engineering and prosthetics, bioprocess engineering, nano-bioengineering.

ing tea and biscuits to the night guards
in Hebatpur area till Diwali. We also
plan to follow the same concept in
Thaltej and other areas. Most of the
house-breaks happen between 1 am
and 5 am. Hence, we will heighten our
patrolling during these hours.”
This unique effort of Sola police has

been lauded by the senior police officials as well as the local residents. A resident of Hebatpur, Suraj Zaveri, said,
“Soal police’s concept is really appreciable. We are happy with this publicfriendly nature of the police. In our society, we have two security guards. We,
too, have started serving them tea.”

Land broker held for
celebratory firing
Residents of Pushkar IV apartments in Paldi were celebrating Dussehra
when Kathia fired in the air to celebrate the purchase of a new car
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verdose of happiness
can at times result in
negative
consequences. In one such
case, the festive atmosphere at Paldi’s Pushkar
IV apartments on the evening
of Dussehra turned somber
with a resident firing a few celebratory shots from his gun in
the air. Following this, Bharatsinh Ranjitsinh Kathia (36)
was arrested by the Paldi police and booked under the
Arms Act 1959, Section 30. His
revolver, along with its licence
and few cartridges were also
seized.
“Besides Dusshera, the residents of the Pushkar IV flats
were also celebrating the
birthday of one Jitendra Shah
and the purchase of a new car
by one Paritosh Patel. Given
the triple celebration, the residents had organized a garba.
After playing garba till 1.30
am, the residents decided to
take a break. At around 2.04
am, all of them were enjoying
ice creams when Kathia began
the celebratory firing. The revolver used to fire was 32 bore,
made in Kanpur,” the Paldi
police said.
“While some approved of
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(Above) Pushkar IV flats where the firing incident happened;
(Below) accused Bharatsinh Ranjitsinh Kathia

this firing, many residents
were irked by Kathia’s behaviour and one of them informed the police control
room. The name of the society

member who informed up
the police had been kept secret
for his security,” the police
added.
Police officials added that
Kathia, who is originally from
Muli village in Surendranagar
district, had shifted to stay in
the city four years ago and is
into land brokerage business.
Inspector AG Gohel said, “We
have seized from Kathia the revolver with which he fired, the
five catridges that were fired
and four unfired catridges.”
Officials from Forensic Science Laboratory, too, visited
the incident spot on Friday to
collect evidence.

